This paper shows by example how different the strong $-variation can be from the weak i>-variation. Let $ be a convex function on [0, oo) 
Since inf 2 *(!/(*,) -/(*,-i)l) = 0 if linv^*"1«^*) = 0, the weak *-variation is defined as inf 2 *(«(/; *,-i,*,)), where a(f;c,d) is the oscillation of/on [c,d] . Of special interest is the case $(x) = xp, p > 1, in terms of which strong and weak variation dimensions are defined. They are denoted by dims(/) and dimw(/), respectively. By a lemma of Goffman and Loughlin, the Hausdorff dimension d of the graph of / provides a lower bound for dimw(/): 1/(2 -d) < dimw(/). A Lipschitz condition of order a provides an upper bound for dims(/): dinv//) < l/a. Besicovitch and Ursell showed that 1 < d < 2 -a and gave examples to show that d can take on any value in this interval. It turns out that these examples provide the extreme cases for variation dimensions; i.e., dimw(/) = 1/(2 -d) and dims(/) = l/a.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show by example how different the strong variation of a function can be from the weak variation. In previous work concerning the variation of Brownian motion, the strong and weak variation dimensions were shown to be equal.
Strong and weak «^-variations were defined by Goffman and Loughlin [2] . 
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Using <fr(x) = xp,p > 1, the O-variations of/will be called the strong pvariation, Vp&(f), and the weak/^-variation, Kw(f)-Then either Vp%(f) = oo for allp > 1, Vp&(f) < oo for allp > 1, or there is a unique p > 1 such that V*(f) = oo for all q < p and Vqs(f) < oo for all ¿7 > p. This yields the strong variation dimension of/ dims(/), which is oo, 1, andp, respectively, in the three cases. Similarly, the weak variation dimension of / dimw(/) is defined according to Vpw(f) > 0 or Vpw(f) = 0.
Note. Goffman and Loughlin defined the weak «^-variation as lim inf 2 $(<«>(/; x¿_x,x¡)) as the norms of the partitions converge to zero. The weak ^-variation given here leaves dimw(/) unchanged and was so defined simply because it more closely parallels the definition of strong variation.
Goffman and Loughlin showed that both the strong and weak variation dimensions of Brownian motion are two with probability one. At the suggestion of Professor Goffman I extended the concepts of strong and weak variation to higher dimensions and showed that with appropriate definitions, Af-parameter Brownian motion in ¿/-space has strong and weak variation dimensions 2N with probability one [4] , [5] . Taylor [3] found precise functions $ for measuring the strong and weak «^-variations of Brownian motion.
The Lipschitz condition of a function gives an upper bound for the strong variation dimension, and the Hausdorff dimension of the graph gives a lower bound for the weak variation dimension. The examples given here, taken from Besicovitch and Ursell [1] , are the extreme cases; that is, they have the largest possible strong variation dimension and the smallest possible weak variation dimension. The following lemma, due to Goffman and Loughlin [2] , shows that if the Hausdorff dimension of the graph of / is d, then For ¡in, consider three cases.
(
(ii) For d = 2 -8, u" is chosen so that un -> 1 and bn+x/bn -* oo. (For example, bx > 1 and ¡in = 1 + n~x'2.) (iii) For d = 1, u" is chosen so that bn -* oo and u" -» oo.
In (i) and (ii) we have (4) /t">u = (l-5)r1(2-c7)(c7-ir1.
In (iii) we may assume (5) H >(1 -0)5-'(2 -«0(4, -O"', where </" -* 1.
In all three cases b, may be chosen so that We have The expression in brackets is positive if B is sufficiently large. This is accomplished by choosing bx large. Since A" is arbitrarily small, the lemma is proved.
Lemmas 3 and 4 and relation (2) yield the following. Combining this with (7) yields (9) |A/I< W + |«|< Kx hbl~s + K2b;*x.
Similarly we obtain 
